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ARKANSAS RURAL WATER ASSN
ARWA
Terry Fortenberry
240 Dee Dee Lane Lonoke, AR 72086
PH (501)676-2255
cjfarwa@arwa.net

OZARKS TECHNICAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE
OTCC
Eric Lansdown
614 N Washington Avenue Springfield, MO. 65806
PH (417)447-8918
lansdowe@otc.edu

PLUMBERS & PIPEFITTERS APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING OF ARKANSAS
PPATA (Local 155)
Reuben B Gage Training Director
4501 Hoffman Road
Little Rock, AR 72209
PH (501)562-4482
rgage@ppata.com

SOUTHERN ARKANSAS UNIVERSITY TECH
SAU Tech
Randy Harper
Arkansas Environmental Academy SAU Tech Station
Camden, AR 71701
PH (870)574-4590
rharpersautech.edu